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English

Fronted adverbials and 

spellings



Task 1 – remember to practice throughout the week, ready for a test on Friday

• Practice these spellings from the year 3-4 spelling list using look, cover, write 

• Write them in your neatest joined handwriting

• Write them in funny, creative way

1. favourite

2. February  

3. forwards

4. fruit

5. grammar

6. group

7. guard

8. guide

9. heard

10.heart 

Extension: can you use two or more words in a sentence using conjunctions or 

commas for a list?

Challenge- can you use these words in a sentence that uses a fronted adverbial?



Fronted Adverbial Hunt

What is an adverbial?

An adverbial is a word, phrase or clause that is used, like an adverb, to 

modify a verb or a clause. Adverbs can be used as adverbials, but many 

other types of words, phrases and clauses can be used in this way, including 

prepositional phrases and subordinate clauses. 

What is a fronted adverbial?

When an adverbial is used at the beginning of a 

sentence, they are often called ‘fronted adverbials’.

Task 2 



Next Steps: Types of Fronted Adverbial

Fronted adverbials are used to describe…

the time something happens, 

e.g. Before sunrise, Darius crept into the beast’s cave.

the frequency (how often) something happens, 

e.g. Every so often, Darius could hear the beast’s ferocious snore.

the place something happens, 

e.g. At the back of the cave, the terrifying creature began to stir.

the manner something happens, 

e.g. As quick as a flash, Darius bounded behind a nearby rock.

the possibility (how likely) something will/has happen(ed), 

e.g. Almost certainly, the deadly beast would find Darius. Did you notice 

how the fronted 

adverbials were 

punctuated?

Task 



Fronted Adverbial Hunt
Can you spot the fronted adverbials in this piece of text? Write the fronted adverbials you find and 
write whether they describe the time, frequency, manner, place or possibility of the action in the 
main clause?

Against all the odds, Captain Curk got to his rocket before his oxygen 

supply ran out. Back in the safety of his shuttle, he removed his helmet and 

began to prepare for take-off. Suddenly, there was a loud crash at the 

shuttle door. The aliens must have caught up with him. Feeling intimidated, 

the captain quickly strapped himself into his seat  as the door began to 

buckle. Almost certainly, the aliens would capture him if he didn’t leave this 

planet right away. With a trembling finger, he pressed 

the launch button...10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...BLAST OFF! 

Seconds later, Curk was in the air but something was wrong. The fuel 

tank gauge showed a dangerously low level of fuel. The extra-terrestrial 

creatures must have caused it to leak. Sputtering noisily, the spacecraft 

started to stall.  What was the captain going to do? 

Against all the odds, Captain Curk got to his rocket before his oxygen 

supply ran out. Back in the safety of his shuttle, he removed his helmet and 

began to prepare for take-off. Suddenly, there was a loud crash at the 

shuttle door. The aliens must have caught up with him. Feeling intimidated, 

the captain quickly strapped himself into his seat  as the door began to 

buckle. Almost certainly, the aliens would capture him if he didn’t leave this 

planet right away. With a trembling finger, he pressed 

the launch button...10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...BLAST OFF! 

Seconds later, Curk was in the air but something was wrong. The fuel 

tank gauge showed a dangerously low level of fuel. The extra-terrestrial 

creatures must have caused it to leak. Sputtering noisily, the spacecraft 

started to stall.  What was the captain going to do? 



Fronted Adverbial Hunt

Can you spot the fronted adverbials in this piece of text? Do they describe the time, 
frequency, manner, place or possibility of the action in the main clause?

Against all the odds, Captain Curk got to his rocket before his oxygen 

supply ran out. Back in the safety of his shuttle, he removed his helmet and 

began to prepare for take-off. Suddenly, there was a loud crash at the 

shuttle door. The aliens must have caught up with him. Feeling intimidated, 

the captain quickly strapped himself into his seat  as the door began to 

buckle. Almost certainly, the aliens would capture him if he didn’t leave this 

planet right away. With a trembling finger, he pressed 

the launch button...10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...BLAST OFF! 

Seconds later, Curk was in the air but something was wrong. The fuel 

tank gauge showed a dangerously low level of fuel. The extra-terrestrial 

creatures must have caused it to leak. Sputtering noisily, the spacecraft 

started to stall.  What was the captain going to do? 

Against all the odds, Captain Curk got to his rocket before his oxygen 

supply ran out. Back in the safety of his shuttle, he removed his helmet and 

began to prepare for take-off. Suddenly, there was a loud crash at the 

shuttle door. The aliens must have caught up with him. Feeling intimidated, 

the captain quickly strapped himself into his seat  as the door began to 

buckle. Almost certainly, the aliens would capture him if he didn’t leave this 

planet right away. With a trembling finger, he pressed 

the launch button...10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...BLAST OFF! 

Seconds later, Curk was in the air but something was wrong. The fuel 

tank gauge showed a dangerously low level of fuel. The extra-terrestrial 

creatures must have caused it to leak. Sputtering noisily, the spacecraft 

started to stall.  What was the captain going to do? 

Task 2

Fronted Adverbial Hunt



Task 3

Can you remember the five types of fronted adverbial you have looked at?

Write them down on a piece of paper or your workbook before moving to the next 

slide to check if you remembered them all.



Next Steps: Types of Fronted Adverbial

Fronted adverbials are used to describe…

the time something happens, 

e.g. Before sunrise, Darius crept into the beast’s cave.

the frequency (how often) something happens, 

e.g. Every so often, Darius could hear the beast’s ferocious snore.

the place something happens, 

e.g. At the back of the cave, the terrifying creature began to stir.

the manner something happens, 

e.g. As quick as a flash, Darius bounded behind a nearby rock.

the possibility (how likely) something will/has happen(ed), 

e.g. Almost certainly, the deadly beast would find Darius. Did you notice 

how the fronted 

adverbials were 

punctuated?

Task 



Task

Quick Quiz: Question 1

Where should the commas be in these sentences to separate the fronted adverbials 

from the main clauses? Write the sentences out in your best handwriting and add in 

your commas.

a) Clumsily the  waitress  dropped  all  of  the  plates 

on  the  restaurant  floor. 

b) Like  an  erupting  volcano Mum  suddenly  lost her  

temper.

c) High above the clouds , the plane flew majestically

Bonus Question- What type of fronted adverbial is being used in the sentences?



Task

Quick Quiz: Answers

Did you get them all correct?

a) Clumsily , the  waitress  dropped  all  of  the  plates 

on  the  restaurant  floor. 

b) Like  an  erupting  volcano , Mum  suddenly  lost 

her  temper.

c) High above the clouds , the plane flew majestically.

Bonus Question- 1. manner 2. manner 3. plave



Task 4.

Here is a short descriptive extract that includes no fronted adverbials. Read the 

extract and think about how you can improve it by adding your own fronted 

adverbials. (more instructions on the next slide)



Task 4.

Your job is to re-write the extract and improve it by adding in your own fronted 

adverbials. Remember the five kinds of fronted adverbial you have learnt this week 

and apply them where you think they should fit in the text.

On the following page is a support sheet to give you some ideas which you may 

want to use.



Task 



Task 5

Spelling test: Get somebody else to read the spellings to you to test how many you 

can remember.

1. favourite

2. February  

3. forwards

4. fruit

5. grammar

6. group

7. guard

8. guide

9. heard

10.heart 



Maths

Addition and subtraction



Task 1A



Task 1A- Check your answers



Task 1B



Task 1B- Check your answers



Task 2



Task 2- Check your answers



Task 3



Task 3- Check you answers



Task 4 Time yourself completing these problems every day. Can you beat your time?



Task 5

Keep practicing your times tables and maybe you could become 

a rock legend

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student/21694

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student/21694


Task 6

Keep practicing key skills and developing your maths 

knowledge using mathwhizz!

https://www.whizz.com/login/

https://www.whizz.com/login/


Curriculum 

(History)



Attention Year 3!!!!

This week we still need you to help us create amazing resources for 
future Year 3 children to use when leaning about Hull’s fishing industry.



The task:

You are going to learn all about the safety campaigns after the triple 
Trawler Tragedy. 



Task 1 - Read the information.

What were the safety campaigns? 

The trawler men and their families formed a close-knit community in Hull, 
and the first two losses were a devastating blow. A safety campaign led by 

fisherman's wife Lillian Bilocca began. She made sure meetings were 
arranged between trawler men's wives and trawler owners, and also with 

government ministers, and some wives protested outside the dock to 
ensure all ships that were leaving carried radio operators.

As the wives' arrived at the dock in front of TV cameras and journalists on 5 
February for the meeting with the trawler owners, news broke of the Ross 
Cleveland going down and more lives had been lost. The following day the 

women travelled all the way to London and met some members of the 
government to discuss a variety of reforms to the fishing industry. The 

same day, trawler owners were told to ensure their trawlers had these new 
safety items on board. 



Who was Lillian Bilocca? 

Bilocca was a fishermen's wife. She believed that not all trawlers had a radio 
operator on board and that every ship should have this on board so they can 

contact people for help.

Why does she look angry?



What was the headscarf revolutionaries? 

With Christine Jensen, Mary Denness and Yvonne Blenkinsop, she formed the 
Hessle Road Women's Committee at a meeting of concerned family members 
which ended with hundreds of women, led by Bilocca, storming the offices of 

trawler owners. The group was also known as the "headscarf revolutionaries”. Why 
do you think they were called this?



What were their demands? 

Their demands were for full crewing of ships, radio operators to be on board every 
ship, improved weather forecasts, better training for trainee crew, more safety 

equipment and a "mother ship" with medical facilities to accompany the fleet. The 
women gathered 10,000 signatures within 10 days in support of their aims in what 

they called a "Fishermen's Charter".

Bilocca threatened to protest outside Prime Minister Harold Wilson's home if her 
demands were not met. She was granted a meeting with Wilson. The government 

agreed to all her points. This meant all trawlers were expected to have these safety 
things put in place as soon as possible.



Task 2.

You are going to create a poster like you were in the Headscarf 
Revolutionaries. 

Remember:

Tell me what you want to change (use the facts)

Tell me what your group is called.

Tell me who you are (names and who are your husbands)

Tell me why you are doing this (Triple Trawler Tragedy)

One the next side are some ideas you can use for pictures.





Science

Physics



Task 1

This week you are going to focus on another force.

Last week you looked at water resistence.

Can you remember the name of this force in action?



It is magnetism!!!!



Task 2.

Watch these videos about magnetism.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXCeuSiTOug

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DR9w4koW2EA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXCeuSiTOug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DR9w4koW2EA


Task 3.

You will be taking part in a quiz in a little bit. here are some key facts 

that may help you.



What is magnetism?

Some forces need contact however gravity and magnetism do not 

need contact. Magnetism works when one object is attracted 

(meaning it is pulling towards) another object.

A magnetic creates a magnetic field that cannot be seen by us. If an 

object is near it that is magnetic then it will move towards it.

Can you think of any magnetic materials?



What objects are magnetic?

These are objects that move towards the magnet and are attracted.

Any objects that contain iron, nickel and cobalt will be attracted to a 

magnet.

Objects like wood, plastic and fabric are non-magnetic which means 

they do not go towards the magnet.

Can you think of anymore objects that are non-magnetic?



What are magnetic poles?

On a magnetic there are two poles, which 

means the different end of a magnet. There is 

a north and south pole. 

If a north and north pole of two different 

magnets are placed near each the they will 

repel. Repel means they will push each other 

way, like you are repulsed by something.

However if you place a north and a south pole 

near each they will be attracted to each other 

which means they will pull each other forward.

The north pole of a magnet points roughly 

toward Earth's north pole and vice-versa. 

That's because Earth itself contains magnetic 

materials and behaves like a gigantic magnet. 

This is because in the Earths outer core there 

is a lot of molten iron that is magnetic. 



How does a compass work?

The outer core of the earth has molten 

iron in. This means it is hot and not 

solid. The movement of this liquid in the 

core makes a magnetic field around the 

earth and therefore creates a north and 

south pole. A compass works because 

the Earth is a huge magnet that has 

two poles and a compass needle acts 

like bits of metal that are attracted to 

certain poles. You know the north pole 

of one magnet is attracted to the south 

pole of another magnet.

The Earth is a magnet that can interact 

with other magnets in this way, so the 

north end of a compass magnet is 

drawn to align with the Earth's magnetic 

field. Because the Earth's magnetic 

North Pole attracts the "north" ends of 

other magnets, it is technically the 

"South Pole" of our planet's magnetic 

field.



Question time!

There are either questions on here that you an answer in your workbook 

OR

You can answer the questions on Kahoot using this link.

https://create.kahoot.it/share/magnets/28eedb58-2fd4-4c55-8fd6-

5add08307c5b

https://create.kahoot.it/share/magnets/28eedb58-2fd4-4c55-8fd6-5add08307c5b

